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Abstract – Most of the cyber information systems require
users to provide identity information as a way of
authentication and usually the identity information is a pair of
username and password. With so many information systems to
access, people need to memorize hundreds of usernames and
passwords. As a result, they often forget their usernames or
passwords and have to go through a time-consuming and
troublesome procedure to find them back. In this article, we
propose a solution storing people’s usernames and passwords
using block-chain in an encrypted format. When the username
or password for a particular website is lost, they can be
accessible through the blockchain. As a result, people do not
need to memorize their usernames and passwords for different
websites anymore. The password stored in the block-chain
would not be compromised to any cyber-attacks because
block-chain is immutable.
Keywords - Cyber security; block-chain; encryption; data
storage; password management.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, users increasingly employ longer passwords to
provide effective cyber security. As a result, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to track the multitude of system
usernames and passwords needed to access information
systems for a typical business or personal transaction. The
credit reporting service Experian found that the average
user has 26 online accounts but uses only five different
passwords. For users between the age of 25 and 34, the
average number of accounts jumps to 1600 . There seems to
always be a dilemma – On the one hand, if we use an
identical password to get access to all our information
system accounts, we may save much effort. However, the
concern is that it is extremely unsafe. On the other hand, we
could have different passwords to get access to different
systems but another question appears – can we really
remember so many passwords? Some IT companies provide
users with passwords keeping service. A typical example is a
mobile app where you can save your account name and the
corresponding password. The data would be stored at a
database of the application developer, which results in two
concerns: One is that the password is kept by a third party,
which cannot be completely trusted. Another concern is that
even if the company itself is trustworthy, there is still a
chance for external threat agent to hack into the database
and find your accounts and passwords stored inside.

1.1 The background and impact of Block-chain
Technology
The block-chain technology and the concept of bitcoin was
firstly introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto. As a bran-new
cryptocurrency, bitcoin makes it possible to eliminate the
third-party trust organization using P2P transaction [5].
Block-chain is the technology supporting this efficient and
transparent method of payment [6]. As a decentralized
distributed system that combines asymmetric encryption
techniques, the block-chain technology provides safe and
reliable architecture guaranteed for the bitcoin transaction.
The block-chain technology and the concept of bitcoin was
firstly introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto [4]. As a bran-new
cryptocurrency, bitcoin makes it possible to eliminate the
third-party trust organization using P2P transaction [5].
Block-chain is the technology supporting this efficient and
transparent method of payment [6]. As a decentralized
distributed system that combines asymmetric encryption
techniques, the block-chain technology provides safe and
reliable architecture guaranteed for the bitcoin transaction
1.2 The Theory of Block-chain Technology
The block-chain is a method that achieves collaboration
among all participants in the system by cryptography to
maintain a reliable data log with common records in an
environment that eliminates the third-party trust
organization [4]. This worldwide bookkeeping technology
which is guaranteed by encryption shows its advantages of
reliability, efficiency, transparency and immutability.
2. RESEARCH METHOD
A blockchain is a digital concept to store data. This data
comes in blocks, so imagine blocks of digital data. These
blocks are chained together, and this makes their data
immutable. When a block of data is chained to the other
blocks, its data can never be changed again. It will be publicly
available to anyone who wants to see it ever again, in exactly
the way it was once added to the blockchain.
2.1 Data model
It defines the struct of each of our blocks that will make up
the blockchain. Each Block contains data that will be written
to the blockchain, and represents each case when you took
your pulse rate
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Timestamp is automatically determined and is the
time the data is written
BPM or beats per minute, is your pulse rate



Hash is a SHA256 identifier representing this data
record



PrevHash is the SHA256 identifier of the previous
record in the chain

Fig -2: Running the blockchain Network
Now, visit localhost with your port number, which for us is
8080. As expected, we see the same genesis block.

Fig -1: Block-chain structure of the system
2.2 Hashing and Generating New Blocks

Fig -3: Creation of Block

We hash data for 2 main reasons:
 To save space. Hashes are derived from all the data
that is on the block. In our case, we only have a few
data points but imagine we have data from
hundreds, thousands or millions of previous blocks.
It’s much more efficient to hash that data into a
single SHA256 string or hash the hashes than to
copy all the data in preceding blocks over and over
again.
 Preserve integrity of the blockchain. By storing
previous hashes like we do in the diagram above,
we’re able to ensure the blocks in the blockchain
are in the right order. If a malicious party were to
come in and try to manipulate the data (for
example, to change our heart rate to fix life
insurance prices), the hashes would change quickly
and the chain would “break”, and everyone would
know to not trust that malicious chain.

Now, let’s send some POST requests to add blocks. Using
Postman, we’re going to add a some new blocks with various
BPMs.

Fig -4: Sending data using postman
Let’s refresh our browser, we now see all our new blocks in
our chain with the PrevHash of our new ones matching
the Hash of the old ones.

2.3 Block Validation
As, blocks are validated by every node on the
network. The goal for this validation is that every block can
independently be validated on any node, and is not
depending on any external characteristics.
3. RESULT
Run up your application from terminal using go run main.go
In terminal, we see that the web server is up and running and
we get a printout of our genesis block.
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4. CONCLUSION
Due to the difficulty of keeping numerous Internet accounts
and passwords, we propose a password keeping system
based on the block-chain technology. This system not only
has the high efficiency and convenience as the third-partysolution, but also tackles the trust issue due to the
randomness and high security of Sha-256 and the
transparency and immutability of the block-chain.
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